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Travel Security & Hostile Environment Training
RPS Partnership provides stimulating and realistic training for international
NGOs and humanitarian workers, oil and gas employees as well as
journalists and others who work in complex locations. We plan for the
worst to ensure that you are prepared to deal with the everyday challenges
you may face in an unfamiliar or hostile environment. Our experienced
team ensure that your training requirements are tailored to the highest
standards.
• We can bring the training to your offices so that your staff have the
minimum amount of disruption
• The courses are specifically designed for your needs
• All our trainers hold nationally recognised UK training qualifications
and are experienced security consultants and travellers
• We also have specialist female trainers who can provide more sensitive
training for your female travellers
We offer training at your place of work or any other venue in the UK or
overseas in your country of operations. We offer residential courses in the
UK at our training venue which is approx 45 minutes from Heathrow.

All courses come with a recognised form of certification
One day Travel Security workshop
This workshop is designed for those travelling to lower risk locations and
for business travellers who need the knowledge and skills to stay safe
when abroad. Our courses are designed to build confidence and ensure
that travellers are prepared, avoid challenging situations and handle
themselves if things don’t go as planned. Our courses ensure that
companies fulfil their duty of care obligations to their employees.
One day Female Travel Security Workshop
Duty of care to our female travellers has never been as critical as it is today.
Do they feel vulnerable when travelling and do they know what to do if
they feel unsafe? Our workshop is run by our experienced female trainers
who have travelled all over the world. We focus on travel safety, personal
security, risk profiling and some practical solutions when staff are targeted.
Hostile Environment Training (also known as HEFAT/HEAT) –
UK and Worldwide
This course is designed for those working in fragile, remote, challenging or
hostile and high-risk environments, around the way your staff live, work
and travel and is typically 3 or 4 days in duration, depending on how high
risk the country or work is. Subjects may vary with a mix of security; which
may include travel and journey preparation and management, conflict
management, weapons awareness, terrorist incidents, arrest, detention,
hostage and kidnap survival, surveillance and personal security and First
Aid. Our First Aid modules are adapted to what you are doing in your
workplace and where and how you are going to be working. It may
include how to deal with basic trauma injuries such as those encountered
in a road traffic collision or in a terrorist attack.
For further details contact • +44 (0) 1225 290210
info@rpspartnership.com • www.rpspartnership.com

